Abstract Interferon-alpha (IFN-a) is a potent anti-viral cytokine, critical to the host immune response against viruses. IFN-a is first produced upon viral detection by pathogen recognition receptors. Following its expression, IFN-a embarks upon a complex downstream signalling cascade called the JAK/STAT pathway. This signalling pathway results in the expression of hundreds of effector genes known as interferon stimulated genes (ISGs). These genes are the basis for an elaborate effector mechanism and ultimately, the clearance of viral infection. ISGs mark an elegant mechanism of anti-viral host defence that warrants renewed research focus in our global efforts to treat existing and emerging viruses. By understanding the mechanistic role of individual ISGs we anticipate the discovery of a new ''treasure trove'' of anti-viral mediators that may pave the way for more effective, targeted and less toxic anti-viral therapies. Therefore, with the aim of highlighting the value of the innate type 1 IFN response in our battle against viral infection, this review outlines both historic and recent advances in understanding the IFN-a JAK/STAT pathway, with a focus on new research discoveries relating to specific ISGs and their potential role in curing existing and future emergent viral infections.
IFN
Almost 60 years ago, Isaacs and Lindenmann first described IFNs as key molecules that block viral infection [1] . Since then the IFN family of primordial cytokines have been continually defined as having a pivotal role in host immunity and first-line innate defence against viral pathogens. IFNs also display anti-proliferative and immunomodulatory properties. Owing to these important characteristics, research into IFN signalling mechanisms has expanded exponentially over the past decade.
There are three main classes of IFN-type I, type II and type III. The IFNs are grouped into families based on their structural homology, chromosomal location and interaction with their various receptor chains. Type I IFNs include IFN-a (of which there are 13 human subtypes), as well as IFN-b, IFN-e, IFN-j and IFN-x [2] . IFN-a genes are coded by numerous gene clusters on chromosome 9. IFN-a interacts with a common cell-surface receptor, known as type I IFN receptor (IFNAR). IFNAR is a heteromeric receptor that is made up of two subunits: IFNAR1 and IFNAR2 [3] . By binding this receptor, type I IFNs commence an intracellular signalling cascade that results in downstream effector mechanisms. During the last decade, a new appreciation for the role of IFNs, specifically type 1, in targeting viral infection, has emerged. Therefore, this review details new advances in this field, with a specific focus on the IFN-a JAK/STAT pathway and its related anti-viral effector ISGs.
Function of IFN
While type I IFNs have diverse roles, they are essential to eliminate viral infection. This has long been proven in studies using IFNAR-deficient mice, that show increased susceptibility to viral infections, as a direct result of impaired IFN signalling [4] . Similarly, it has been shown that humans with genetic defects resulting in STAT1 deficiency have impaired viral defence and consequently a higher susceptibility to viral infection. [5] . Type I IFNs enable viral clearance by activating anti-viral responses in the infected and surrounding cells, while also activating effector immune cells. They also facilitate viral clearance by upregulating the expression of MHC class I and costimulatory molecules, such as CD86, on the surface of dendritic cells (DCs) [6] . This results in increased viral recognition and subsequent activation of Th1 cells, that stimulates expression of several key cytokines (IFN-c, IL-2, IL-10, TGF-b), responsible for both maximising the killing efficacy of macrophages, as well as increased differentiation of CD8
? T-cells, famous for their cytotoxic effects [7] . Furthermore, type I IFNs also trigger apoptosis, leading to the death of virally infected cells [8] .
Viral induction of IFN Recognition via pathogen recognition receptors (PRRs)
IFNs are initially produced following the detection of viral RNA, DNA or protein by intracellular PRRs. These PRRs are the 'guards' of the immune system and function to recognise these viral pathogen associated molecular patterns (PAMPs). Recognition and binding of PAMPs induces activation of innate immune signalling cascades, which result in the generation of anti-viral, type I IFNs and a spectrum of pro-inflammatory cytokines. Specific examples of PRRs specialised to recognise viral PAMPs are Toll-like receptors (TLRs) and Retinoic acid-inducible gene (RIG)-1-like receptors (RLRs) [9] (Fig. 1) .
TLRs are a family of PRRs expressed both on the plasma cell surface, as well as intracellular endosomal membranes. The endosomal TLRs (TLR3, TLR7, TLR8 and TLR9) are especially important in the recognition of viral PAMPs [10] . TLR7 recognises single stranded RNA (ssRNA) and TLR9 recognises unmethylated CpG DNA. The binding of viral PAMPs to these PRRs results in the phosphorylation of cytoplasmic IFN regulatory factor 7 (IRF7). IRF7 then translocates to the nucleus, where it facilitates the expression of type 1 IFNs through gene transcription. Likewise, TLR3 is activated by double stranded (ds) viral RNA, resulting in the phosphorylation of IRF3 which, like IRF7, translocates to the nucleus, also facilitating the expression of type 1 IFNs [11] . It is thought that IRF1, 3, 5 and 7 are important in the induction of IFNa, whereas IRF3, cooperating with NF-jB and ATF-2/cJun, together form a transcriptionally active ''enhanceosome complex'' that enhances IFN-b gene expression [12, 13] . Another family of PRRs important in the recognition of viruses are the RLRs, a group of cytoplasmic PRRs involved in cytosolic surveillance for viral PAMPs. There are three members of the RLR family. RIG-1, Melanoma differentiation-associated protein 5 (MDA5) and Laboratory of genetics and physiology 2 (LGP2). Binding of RLRs to viral PAMPs leads to the activation of the mitochondrial bound adaptor protein, IFN-b promoter stimulator (IPS)-1. IPS-1 goes on to activate NFjB, IRFs and MAPK, resulting in the transcription of pro-inflammatory cytokines as well as type-1 IFNs [14, 15] .
Interestingly, components of innate immune signalling pathways, required for type I IFN production, can also be regulated by type I IFNs themselves in a positive feedback loop. In fact, several PRRs and PRR signalling adaptors, most notably IRF7, are induced by type I IFNs, which enables the type I IFN production to be maintained or possibly enhanced [16, 17] .
IFN-a, once expressed by the mechanisms outlined above, enters a downstream signalling cascade which is responsible for its effector functions, with the key pathway for IFN-a being the JAK/STAT signalling cascade.
Signal transduction via JAK/STAT JAK/STAT pathway
The JAK/STAT signalling pathway is responsible for transmitting extracellular chemical signals to the nucleus and thereby facilitating the transcription of specific genes (Fig. 2) . There are three components of the JAK/STAT pathway: (1) the cell receptor, (2) JAK proteins and (3) STAT proteins. There are four members of the JAK family [JAK 1, 2, 3 and tyrosine kinase (Tyk) 2] and seven STATs (1-4, 5a, 5b and 6) [18] . STAT proteins contain an SH2 domain, which is critical for their binding to phosphorylated receptor residues [19] . IFNAR1 and IFNAR2 subunits are permanently associated with Tyk2 and JAK1, which, when activated, are classically known to recruit STAT1 and STAT2 [20] .
The binding of IFN-a to JAK proteins increases their kinase activity, leading to the phosphorylation of tyrosine residues on the receptor tail [21] . This phosphorylation results in the creation of a phosphotyrosine-based motif which allows for a more accessible binding site for STAT1 and STAT2. Upon binding, STATs are then also phosphorylated by JAKs. This phosphorylation leads to the formation of a heterodimer of phosphorylated STAT1 and STAT2. Cytoplasmic IRF9 binds to the STAT1:STAT2 heterodimer, forming a complex known as IFN-stimulated gene factor 3 (ISGF3). The ISGF3 complex then translocates from the cytoplasm into the nucleus, where it binds to a DNA sequence called the IFN-stimulated response element (ISRE). This binding triggers transcription of ISGs [22] , which are responsible for the effector properties of IFN-a.
The anti-viral response IFN stimulated genes (ISGs) ISGs carry out a broad range of effector functions (Table 1 ). In fact, ''ISG research'' has now begun to elucidate how IFN-a re-programs the host's cellular biology, resulting in a state of enhanced anti-viral defence.
The first ISGs were identified almost 30 years ago and since then IFN-a itself has been shown to regulate the expression of [500 ISGs [23] . As expected, with this number of induced genes, IFN-a acts to initiate many different effector functions. Some ISGs act as PRRs to increase viral recognition and immune cell recruitment, whilst others directly target the viral life cycle, stopping further viral infection [24] . As well as these ''effector'' ISGs, numerous ISGs are involved in the control of the actual IFN response. These ''regulatory'' ISGs are essential in returning normal balance to cellular homeostasis postinfection (Fig. 3) . 
Anti-viral effector ISGs
In an attempt to arrest viral activity, several ISGs target the complex and multi-faceted viral life cycle.
Inhibition of viral entry
Myxovirus resistance (Mx) genes are arguably the most extensively studied ISGs involved in viral inhibition. There are two Mx proteins encoded by Mx1 and Mx2 genes, often called MxA and MxB, respectively. Mx1 acts on viruses at the early, post-entry, pre-replication stage. Its recently documented protein structure has led to new insights into its proposed mechanism of action [25] . Studies on Mx1 suggest that it is involved in trapping viral nucleocapsids as they enter the cell and therefore preventing them from reaching their target cellular destination. Indeed, recent research has shown Mx1 to be a key component of the anti-viral defence against the influenza-A virus in human cells [26] . Mx1 contains a GTPase domain which is important in self-oligomerisation and structure [27] . This GTPase activity also plays a role in directing ''trapped'' viral components to sites within the cell, where they are subsequently degraded [28] .
Mx2 has recently been identified as an anti-viral effector protein. Studies showed that expression of Mx2 was linked to significant resistance against HIV. The same studies also showed that the presence of Mx2 is required for the full anti-viral efficacy of IFN-a against HIV. Mx2 functions in a similar manner to Mx1, by targeting and isolating viral [29, 30] .
Another family of proteins involved in early stage viral inhibition is the IFN inducible transmembrane (IFITM) family. There are four members in this family, IFITM1, IFITM2, IFITM3, IFITM5. Initially in 2009, IFITMs were shown to be strong inhibitors of Influenza A virus [31] . However, more recent research has given deeper insight into IFITM function. IFITMs have been shown to exhibit broad anti-viral activity against several viruses, including HCV and HIV [32, 33] . IFITM proteins are located primarily in late endosomes and lysosomes and as a result, are most active against viruses that utilise these pathways to penetrate the host cell environment [34] . IFITM1 is effective in inhibition of SARS coronavirus and Ebola, whereas IFITM3 is most effective against Influenza. A recent genome-wide association study (GWAS), supports the role of IFITM in Influenza and elegantly links polymorphisms in the IFITM3 gene with increased severity and likelihood of hospital admission of Influenza patients [35] . Fascinating new research has highlighted the anti-viral effects of IFITM3, specifically its effect on HIV-1. It was shown that the V3 loop of the HIV envelope protein determines the overall anti-viral effect of IFITM3 [36] .
The Tripartite motif (TRIM) family of proteins also acts on the early stages of viral invasion. This is a large family of *60 human genes [37] . TRIM5a is one of the most widely studied TRIM proteins and was identified as an inhibitor of early HIV-1 infection. TRIM5a has been shown to bind to the viral capsid of HIV in monkeys, where it results in accelerated capsid shell disassembly [38] . Electron microscopy has been used to investigate the anti-viral role of TRIM5a, using HIV-1 as the infecting agent. TRIM5a was found to mimic the viral capsid via a hexagonal lattice formation, thus enabling virion binding [39, 40] . TRIM5a is thought to function using two main mechanisms against HIV-1 infection: (1) it hastens the uncoating of the virion, thereby preventing viral reverse transcription and (2) its E3-ligase activity leads to enhanced degradation via the proteasome [41, 42] .
Clinical studies have shown that another TRIM member, TRIM22, also plays a role in viral defence; with higher TRIM22 levels correlating with lower viral load in HIV-1 patients [43] . TRIM22 has also been implicated in other viral infections, including hepatitis B and influenza A [44-46]. [53] , thereby resulting in potent anti-viral activity through the degradation of viral RNA, as well as apoptosis of the infected host cell. The degree of antiviral effector function via OAS genes has been investigated using RNaseL deficient mice. These mice were shown to have increased susceptibility to RNA viruses, including picornaviridae, reoviridae and flaviviridae [54] . Human studies have also reinforced the role of OAS in anti-viral defence, with immunisation trials showing that polymorphisms in the OAS1 gene significantly correlate with a poor response to the vaccine for yellow fever [55] .
Whilst the RNaseL activity of the OAS proteins has been well characterised, it was recently suggested that the OAS proteins have additional anti-viral mechanisms [56, 57] . Recent research has focused on the OASL protein, which has shown evidence of both anti-viral and pro-viral activity. A study using an OASL deletion mutant discovered that it plays a role in suppressing replication of vesicular stomatitis virus by enhancing the RIG-I pathway [58] . However, another investigation found that OASL can ISGs. Anti-viral ISGs are critical in the defense against viruses, whereas regulatory ISGs ensure that the anti-viral response is controlled and prevents an over-zealous events, that could potentially damage to the host suppress IRF7, a key transcription factor for type I IFN induction. It is, therefore, thought that OASL may have a dual function that depends on the viral phase [59] . Gaining a deeper understanding of OAS proteins and their full array of anti-viral/pro-viral effects may reveal novel targets for anti-viral treatment.
Similar to OAS, the PKR family was first identified based on its ability to interfere with protein synthesis in dsRNA treated cells [60] . PKR belongs to a family of tyrosine kinases that respond to intracellular environmental stress. It is constitutively expressed throughout the body in small amounts, however, it is upregulated in response to type I and type III IFNs. PKR carries out its anti-viral effector mechanisms by phosphorylating the eukaryotic translation initiation factor (eIF2a). EIF2a phosphorylation, leads to sequestration of eIF2b, a guanine nucleotide exchange factor which facilitates the recycling of GDP to GTP. By preventing the conversion of GDP to GTP, translation is halted [61] . Therefore, in short, PKR acts to phosphorylate eIF2a, which in turn inhibits translation of both cellular and viral RNA in virally infected cells.
The anti-viral role of PKR has been investigated using transgenic mice with deletions in PKR. These mice were found to be more susceptible to viral infections (VSV and influenza) and exhibited significantly impaired anti-viral responses [62] . PKR's anti-viral role has also been affirmed in studies where its inhibition enhances HCV (genotype 1a) replication. In addition, by suppressing PKR activity, phosphorylation of STAT1 and NFjB activation are both decreased [63] . Interestingly, recent research has shown that the anticancer drug sunitinib (a potent tyrosine kinase inhibitor), prevents anti-viral innate immune responses mediated by PKR in cell cultures and in mice. Further human studies are necessary to elucidate if patients receiving this drug are at increased risk of viral infections [64] . Recent research efforts identified a key defence role for PKR against SARS coronavirus. This study aimed to identify pro-viral and anti-viral host effects using siRNA screening methods. They found that PKR was the strongest host anti-viral ''hit'' against SARS and confirmed their results in vitro using PKR knockdown cell assays. This study confirmed the strong anti-viral effects of PKR and hypothesised similar effects against other coronaviruses [65] . Future work into this area of anti-viral ISGs will enhance our understanding of the complex interplay between host and virus, thus revealing where our research efforts should focus in terms of antiviral therapeutic design and development.
Inhibition of viral egress
Although most ISGs target viruses at the ''pre-replication'' stage, several ISGs have also been found to target viruses ''post-translation'', before the viral proteins exit the infected cell. Two such examples are virus inhibitory protein endoplasmic reticulum associated IFN inducible (viperin) and tetherin.
Viperin is a highly expressed ISG, with broad anti-viral effects. A key mechanism of viperin is its ability to inhibit the enzyme Farnesyl diphosphate synthase (FPPS), which when decreased, interferes with cell membrane fluidity. Some viruses, such as influenza A, bud from lipid rafts, which require this membrane fluidity. A viperin-mediated decrease in FPPS thus prevents viral budding [66] . In addition, viperin has recently been found to also interfere with earlier viral life-cycle stages. For example, it has been shown to inhibit RNA replication in HCV through binding to the non-structural(NS)5A/human vesicle-associated membrane protein-associated protein subtype A (VP-A) complex, and thereby interfere with the stability and functionality of the HCV replication complex [67] . By suggesting that viperin exerts its effects at the early replication phase of viral invasion, this research suggests that viperin's mechanism of action is multi-faceted, complex and undeniably critical in host anti-viral defence. Further work elucidating the nuances of such mechanisms is eagerly awaited.
Tetherin is a protein encoded by the BST2 gene. Like viperin, it prevents viral proteins leaving infected cells. Tetherin has a unique topology, with both ends of the protein embedded in the cellular membrane by transmembrane anchors. Studies have shown that it is this unique topology, rather than the amino acid sequence, that confers tetherin's ability to restrict viral egress [68] . Initially identified in 2009, tetherin was noted for its ability to trap HIV-1 on the plasma membrane using its anchors, thereby preventing the virus egressing [68] . In recent years, studies using mice with single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) in tetherin show significant increases in disseminated retroviral infection [69] . Tetherin's anti-viral effects span a number of viral families, including filoviruses (Ebola and Marburg virus), paramyxovirus (Nipah virus), arenaviruses (Lassa and Machupo), as well as gammaherpesvirus (Kaposi's sarcoma-associated herpesvirus) [70] [71] [72] .
Exciting new research, looking at the specific relationship between tetherin and HIV-1, focused on the viral protein U (Vpu) protein, which is known to target tetherin for degradation, as part of HIV-1's immune evasion tactics. This study showed that mutations in Vpu made the HIV-1 virus more susceptible to antibody-dependant cell-mediated cytotoxicity (ADCC). These results suggest that tetherin serves as a link between innate and adaptive immune defence against viruses and may therefore represent a much more important role in host viral defence that was previously thought [73] .
Negative regulators of IFN
Due to type I IFNs maximising PRR recognition of pathogens and strongly inducing immune effector mechanisms, their uncontrolled production has the potential to be detrimental to the host. In fact, the severe side-effects of exogenous IFN-a during HCV therapy, including flu-like symptoms and neuropsychiatric disorders, highlight the need to control its signalling responses [74] . For this reason, the human IFN response has several intracellular ''check-points'', including induction of the regulatory proteins suppressor of cytokine signaling (SOCS) and ubiquitin specific peptidase (USP)18.
SOCS proteins
SOCS proteins are mainly induced by cytokines and function in a negative feedback loop that regulates signal transduction. SOCS proteins classically target the JAK/ STAT pathway by binding phosphorylated tyrosine residues of the receptor chain and/or JAKs. By doing so, they inhibit STAT receptor binding and halt the propagation of downstream signalling [75] . SOCS proteins can even result in the degradation of the activated JAK/STAT complex through its ubiquitination and proteosomal degradation [76] . Studies have shown the regulatory power of SOCS proteins upon the anti-viral IFN-a signalling pathway. Overexpression of SOCS1 and SOCS3 can completely abrogate both 2 0 ,5 0 -OAS and MxA mRNA expression. These studies implicate SOCS proteins as potential causes of IFN-a resistance in the treatment of viruses, such as HCV [77] . Furthermore, SOCS can be targeted by viruses as part of an elegant immune evasion mechanism, as seen with HIV-1, which targets SOCS3, resulting in a dampened host anti-viral state [78] . SOCS proteins are paramount in both determining the host susceptibility to viral infection as well as the response to certain anti-viral treatments. Understanding this unique regulatory system is therefore critical in the efforts to develop novel anti-viral immunotherapeutics.
USP18
USP18 belongs to the deubiquitinating protease family of enzymes and is involved in a process known as deISGlyation. ISGylation, as outlined earlier, is a pathway similar to that of ubiquitinisation and involves the covalent attachment of ISG15 to target proteins. USP18 targets this pathway by removing the covalently attached ISG15 proteins, thus reversing the process (hence the name, deISGlyation) [79] . This has been supported by studies using USP18 knockout mice, which have dramatically increased levels of ISGylation that correspond with hypersensitivity to type 1 IFNs and increased viral resistance [80] . Recently, USP18 has been shown to bind the intracellular domain of the IFNAR2, thereby inhibiting JAK1 binding and disrupting downstream IFN-a signalling. Together, these findings suggest that USP18's regulatory activity may be specific to the signalling of type 1 IFNs [81] . Indeed, important clinical implications result from IFN-a desensitisation, as high levels of USP18 mRNA predict a poorer response to IFN-a treatment in HCV [82] .
The future of ISGs
Biomedical research is increasingly looking towards novel immunotherapies that utilise the body's own natural defences to control disease and infection. Type 1 IFN signalling and the resultant expression of ISGs is a superb example of an elegant immune mechanism of host defence. Gaining a better understanding of this pathway and the function of individual ISGs, will increase the likelihood of novel therapeutic development, aimed at enhancing our key primordial host effector functions. IFN-a has been used therapeutically for over two decades against HCV and was even trialled for HIV more than 20 years ago [83, 84] . However, viral immune evasion strategies result in poor clinical outcomes, with up to 50% of HCV (genotype 1) positive individuals not responding to IFN-a treatment [85] . Research into HCV has implicated degradation of the JAK/STAT pathway as a possible explanation for the poor IFN-a response seen in these patients [86] . Therefore, increased understanding of the IFN-a JAK/STAT signalling pathway is essential for our ambition to identify novel, more targeted, less toxic and overall more effective anti-viral treatments. ISG-based anti-viral strategies may well represent exciting new therapeutic targets going forward. Indeed, recent research endeavours have expanded our knowledge greatly and the future strategies are likely to show application of this new knowledge to clinical trials and much needed development of novel agents against both existing and emerging viruses.
Conclusions
IFN-a and the production of ISGs is critical for host defence against viruses. The expression of the various effector and regulatory ISGs ultimately determines how the host responds to viral infection. Novel research has led to paradigm shifts in our understanding of these innate immune anti-viral mechanisms of action. Through this research, we stand to gain an enriched understanding of viral invasion and indeed, evasion mechanisms and thus elicit new modes of harnessing this anti-viral activity via immunotherapeutic intervention. 
